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Im posting here for those who do not want to read it on Medium

 

I wrote and published this article in May 2016. Within 3 weeks of publishing, I was asked by my

employer to remove it because it violated their social media policy that required all employees

to clear ALL social media posts of any kind with their legal.

I am re‑posting now because a friend recently asked for a copy so here it is….

On May 12, 2016 Wired.com published the long read story DoubleCross by Kevin Poulsen.

https://www.wired.com/2016/05/maksym‑igor‑popov‑fbi/

Many of my friends who have read it ask if I feel vindicated. I’m not sure.

The story is an overview of one of my cases from my time in the FBI. The case that would

ultimately result in me leaving the FBI. But what is in the article is about 40% of the whole

story.

As a reader you must understand that this is a highly personal story because of the impact it

had on my life and the life of my family. Many I know who are reading the story for the first time

now understand the significance. That case cost me my dream career, it attacked the core of

who I am; my morals and ethics, it cost me my home and it nearly cost me my family.

For a “50’s sitcom dad” those are the things that matter most.

I have been trained to keep secrets, not to be sneaky and slimy, but because until you have all

the facts, making any statements can often cause irreparable harm to others. The FBI does not

comment on investigations because simply by being under investigation a person, company,

entity is cast in a negative light. As an agent I kept secrets from family and friends as well as

those who do not have a need to know. (Even those within the government.)

This article is the first time this story has been discussed publically. So this is the first my

family and friends are hearing about the details. I have held this story close for over a decade

and keeping that secret has taken a toll.

There was always rumors about the case and there are some within the FBI and DOJ who

thought they knew the whole story. Claiming I was working for/with Popov or that I had

betrayed the FBI. They operated under those assumptions making life and work incredibly hard

both in the Bu and after I left.

As such I have always been leery and at time petrified of what would happen when the details

came out.
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The case file for this matter is over 10,000 pages. My personnel file is 1000 pages and when I

attempted to obtain it via a FOIA request more than 600 pages were redacted by the DOJ. The

only way to gain access was to sue the DOJ at a time when my focus was on defending myself.

Poulsen was able to cobble together a great number of details before even talking to me. That

was both impressive and scary. Part of that may have been his knowing where to look because

the subject of his book Kingpin actually breached AntCity (the name of the operation). The

breach actually worked to our advantage because we acted as if we had entered through the

same method “Kingpin” used and controlled US based servers.

So now that the story is out let me address some questions and facts that are not included:

The personal impact was devastating.

The FBI did not screw me. The DOJ/OIG and the Boston based AUSA did. They operated with

arrogance and ignorance. The Boston AUSA thought he had a right to know everything and

when he was denied it appears he took it personally. He initiated the case into me and my

family.

This same AUSA called me a “rogue agent” during a conference call and reportedly shared

that assessment with the DOJ, USAO and the victim company.

OIG investigations are supposed to be limited to 6 months, this one took 5 years, making it

more of a witch hunt then investigation.

The OIG threatened my colleagues with accessory charges if they talked with me during their

investigation

After twice failing to indict me and being told to stand down, the OIG continued to report to the

FBI the investigation was ongoing only closing it in summer 2009. 30 months after my leaving

the BU and thus guaranteeing I could not rejoin within the allotted 2 year window.

The FBI moved me to counterterror to protect me and allowed me to work infiltrating online

extremist groups just as I had with online hacking groups. I was given the Adam Gadahn case

and later charged the man with treason. The first such case since WWII.

The FBI refused my resignation twice but I had lost faith in the DOJ and needed to leave.

The list Popov provided from the FBI.gov email servers was a list of hackers, yes. But it was

also a list of sources and which agency they were cooperating with.

I was never kicked out of a meeting while at FBIHQ, rather I was instructed by senior members

to let the AUSA have his rant. Basically take my lumps and then we could move forward.

I knew Popov was involved all along but my initial task was to understand the attack vector and

secure the stolen data. When I was pulled off the case I had already arranged to meet Popov in

the orient and was securing the ability to have him arrested.

The information about Popov did not come from me, rather it came from the OIG unsealing his

court records and Poulsen finding them. He then found Popov.

Here is some information about AntCity:

We worked early mornings to correspond with the evening and night hours of Eastern Europe,

when the hackers were working.
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Carders (a hacker who uses or sells credit cards illegally) would provide us merchandise to

test out and would brag about where they got the data thus allowing us to identify and notify

the victim companies.

Popov and I worked side by side with at least 2 others in the room recording everything said

and done.

We bought nearly 500,000 stolen credit cards and usually paid via Western Union or Money

Gram but a couple of times we were asked for payment in lingerie. (You can image what was

required to get authorization to make those purchases.) Any items used as payment had to be

trackable thus we had to “mark” the items in such a way that they could be identified if the

carder was arrested. We did recover some of the items.

The story about the cash video is true. We filmed it in a bank server room. Popov took it upon

himself to open the bundles of cash to flash it around. We spent hours recounting and

rewrapping the money. It was all accounted there.

The Jack in the Box Ultimate Cheeseburger was Popov’s lunch of choice resulting in his weight

gain while in jail.

Popov was given probation by the DOJ and allowed to stay in the US when he should have

been deported. This fact is what caused most of the issues.

Popov’s being chained to the conference table was a court ordered compromise because he

had to be “cuffed” any time he was outside jail or the court house.

One purchase was for a batch of credit cards but the hacker made a mistake and sent us the

usernames and passwords to the victim system. As a result we could download the full data

base ourselves.

The FBI had never utilized the AntCity model before thus putting it under constant scrutiny and

review but given its success the methodology became part of a larger investigation and is still

used to this day.

To the final question of a book or movie; yes I would like to see that come to fruition and I have

begun the writing process but I’m struggling with controlling the tone. Anger and frustration

still hold control of me but they are beginning to wane.

A former colleague posted that you can “always tell the pioneers by the arrows in their back.”

Sadly the arrows shot at me came from those I thought were on my team. Nonetheless, I will

now wear my arrow scars with pride.

With all this said, maybe this rogue agent has been vindicated.
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